
On Thursday, meeting at 8 am, direction Bristol to join a guide who showed us Bristol 
under an artistic angle thanks to street art which is a very wide-spread art in this city: the 
"Banksy walking tour". Indeed, Bristol is a very open city, particularly on street art because 
its inhabitants want Bristol to be a different city from others; they want a very colorful city. 
The painting of this city often change by the fact that works are erased and new ones are 
created. The street art is an illegal art which can use several sorts of art (reverse graffiti, 
graffiti with spray paint, with brushes, stencils ...) but this art is used to deliver a message.

Thursday, April 14th – BRISTOL

Banksy walking tour, Bristol museum and art gallery.

 Banksy is a very famous anonymous artist. 
He was born in Bristol and he is the "dad" of  
street art of his home town. He made many 
works of art in Bristol which were either 
erased or kept and since twenty years he has 
made street art. His first artwork was made in 
2001; it was a diver who held at the end of his 
fishing rod a "plug". It was in front of the city 
hall and conveyed a political message. There 
were only two colors. Banksy conveyed his 
message; he did not look for the beauty of his 
artwork. It has influenced a lot of people. But 
unfortunately, it was considered as vandalism 
and it has erased. 

 The first artwork which we were able to see was painted by 
Banksy, ten years ago; it is "the hanging man" or "naked man". 
First it was made with stencils then with spray paint. Each color 
needed a new stencil. He also used scaffolds. It represents a 
husband who surprised his wife at his home and he looks for his 
lover. The lover is suspended from the window totally naked. This 
works of art is a metaphor because at this moment Banksy did 
not agree with his agent. The city hall did not erase it because 
the inhabitants of Bristol voted for the preservation of the work of 
art and 95 % of people voted for. The city hall rebought it. The 
blue stains were not made by Banksy but they were thrown by a 
car, to claim vandalism.

The second work is less considered as 
"street art" because there is not a message. 
There are the three nicknames of the artists. 
Everything is hand-made, with brushes and 
paint. There are still marks of vandalism but 
they are more recent. We can see the lid of 
a spray paint which reference to graffitis. 
The work also shows us other tools of the 
graffiti artist. 
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